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Cupid Takes Aim Today

As Sexes Declare Truce

Today marks the regularization of the annual 35 hour truce of the battle between the sexes.

The tradition of Valentine's Day is believed to go back 3,500 years. In 1300 B.C., the Pharaoh of Egypt, in order to end the fighting between the sexes, issued a decree that sex was to be forbidden for the entire 35 hour truce. The decree was enforced by a committee of 100 men who monitored the battles between the sexes. The committee was made up of the Pharaoh's most trusted advisors, and they were given strict instructions to ensure that the truce was observed.

The Pharaoh's decree was widely obeyed, and the fighting between the sexes was greatly reduced. The Pharaoh's committee was so effective that it was eventually replaced by a permanent council, which continues to enforce the truce today. The council is composed of 100 members, each of whom is responsible for ensuring that the truce is observed in their respective areas.

The tradition of Valentine's Day is still observed today, and it is believed that sex is forbidden for the entire 35 hour truce in order to ensure that the battle between the sexes is not reignited.
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**Housing Change Is Reasonable**

All University student Government has come up with a proposal that has merits, although we disagree with its reasons and tactics.

There is no reason that students under 21 who have resided in University housing for three terms and have their parents' permission should be excluded from living in off-campus unvistered quarters.

The three terms in University housing would give the student the opportunity to help make the transition from high school to college. If the student has not made a decision to stay in the University residence halls then he is not equipped to handle college work. The University needs to loosen the parental protection it holds over the students. Is it fair to the students who supposedly are the cream-of-the-crop, or to the University which has to play watchdog to 27,000 students?

Such a move would enable the student to mature and give him the responsibility for himself, as the University has asked him to do in the past. It would reduce the University a terrific burden.

Freely the greatest pressure for University parenalism comes from the parents. The home would realize that their children are their responsibiltiy and not the University's.

**Valentine Spirit**

If cupid were really a crack shot, we'd see the Barbers' Union send the Beatles a valentine.

**Letters To The Editor**

**Rights Bill Weak**

To the Editor:

The civil rights bill now on its way to the White House is not really what the country needs. It is going to be just another empty gesture and just weak enough to acceptably delay Negro actions.

It is a safe bet for present and future generations. Mere, through November, and then "liberal" newspapers will publish articles like the one you publish and will seem to be pressing their own press freedom and expression and economic discrimination.

This is all far more plausible and rational than theoretics, but at some point—"sacrifices," if you will—must be made and the majority must bear the economic and social costs of individual men.

The press was never looking through what Negroes staged demonstrations which they could not be called murders for their cause and rights.

It was in some degree an unanswerable "sour" answer to the Negro's demonstrations and economic pressures.

**State News News Sources**

**To the Editor:**

In the Feb. 3 State News paper's section, "Letters," two articles appeared. One was entitled "A Organic" and the other "One MSU."

Both articles are based on the remarks of "an official." The editor of the State News, in the Feb. 3, a front page article with a picture of two students, one student talking and the other student listening, said this was not "The true story of MSU." In the Feb. 3, a front page article in the Feb. 3 State News, the editor of the State News said: "The true story of MSU is that . . . "

**Valentine Spirit**

If cupid were really a crack shot, we'd see the Barbers' Union send the Beatles a valentine.

**Language Labs Useful New Tool**

By CHARLES C. WELLS

The use of language laboratories in teaching foreign languages has been steadily increasing in recent years.

The principal of the laboratories is not wrong because it has been used successfully for many years. The problem with laboratories is that they have not been used sufficiently for many years. The problem with laboratories is that they have not been used sufficiently for many years.

The language laboratories are useful in teaching foreign languages. They are effective tools in teaching foreign languages.

If you would like to learn a foreign language, you can enroll in a language laboratory. The language laboratories are effective tools in teaching foreign languages.

**Letter Policy**

Howard M. Moss

Letter Policy

Language laboratories have made great changes in the teaching of foreign languages. Students who are enrolled in language laboratories will be able to learn a foreign language effectively.

Language laboratories are effective tools in teaching foreign languages. They are useful tools in teaching foreign languages.

The language laboratories are effective tools in teaching foreign languages. They are useful tools in teaching foreign languages.

If you would like to learn a foreign language, you can enroll in a language laboratory. The language laboratories are effective tools in teaching foreign languages.
Hannah Heads Judges For Civic Award

President John A. Hannah has been named chairman of the committee of judges for the Peacetime Community Action Program Awards.

The committee is responsible for selecting the award winning projects in the city and county, and is composed of representatives from various community organizations.


type text here

Early Physicist Galileo
Born 400 Years Ago

TheAmericas

The inventions of a clock, human pulse measurement, rate of the heartbeat, and the equilibrium of the earth are three of the many influences of Galileo. Born in Pisa, Italy, Galileo was able to study mathematics, astronomy, and physics.
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Woodwinders To Stress Modern Mood

The Faculty Wind Quintet will present a program of music by modern composers. The program will feature works by composers such as Copland, Hindemith, and Ligeti.
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On Sale Monday
SPARTAN ENGINEERS AT E Engineering Bldg.
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UNION BOOK 25c

Drug Stores

TRIUMPH AUTO SHOW

SPECIAL PURCHASE - EXTRA SPECIAL PRICES

SPECIAL DRESS SETS AND MIRROR TRAYS

THE PORTRAIT: The emergence of John F. Kennedy by Jacques Lowe


The cover is of silk, with a gold foil finish. Each page is printed on high-quality paper. This is a limited edition, signed by the artist. The book is available for $6.99.
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Hungarian Finds Religion Declining

A former Hungarian priest who now lives in the United States has said that the number of Hungarian people who are religious has declined.

"In Hungary, the number of religious people was high," he said. "But now, in the United States, the number of religious people is much lower."
UB Plans Include Jazz, Basketball

A variety of entertainments will
begin Monday in an attempt to
welcome the new students to the
20th annual University Board
Week. Events scheduled include
Joseph Taggart, dean of the
University's College of Agricul-
ture, announced that the Union
Board will present four shows
throughout the week in the
Union Ballroom.

A jazz show, narrated by
Mike Craig, associate professor
of music, will be held Thursday
night in the Union Ballroom.
The University dance band will
perform a popular show the
following night.

A variety of music, dance and
theater presentations will take
place throughout the week in the
State and University Art Galleries.
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NYU Offers Grants For Rehab Study

Applications are now being accepted by the
New York University School of
Medicine for rehabilitation
grants totaling $400,000. Applications
must be filed by March 15.

More information can be
obtained from the
University's College of
Education.

Famed Violinist Overcomes Acoustics

Ricci Performance Proves Virtuosity

By LEON WHEELER

News Review Writer

Ruggiero Ricci played before
an appreciative audience Thurs-
day afternoon in the Union
Ballroom. Many of the violins
in the audience were owned by
the world's greatest violinists.

Despite the less-than-ideal
acoustics of the Union Ball-
room, Ricci turned in a
memorable performance.

In the Allegro movement of
the Paganini Caprices (five,
No. 20), Ricci overflowed into
capriciousness. In the Adagio
movement, his playing was
expressive and luminous.

The Ricci violin is 100 years old and
was made in 1743 by German violin
maker Antonio Stradivarius. Ricci
received it in 1924 from his
father, a professional violinist.

Ricci's interpretation of
the studied and challenging
Mendelssohn Caprices (seven)
was precise and flowing. The
third movement was more
boisterous.
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The Paganini "Caprices (five,
No. 20)" were also played.

Asks For Housing Petitions

Ricci's students are likely to be
involved in the movement of
the American Federation of
Musicians. The students
were organized in protest of the
Union Board's refusal to
provide housing for
private local unions.

Many of the students
were asked to attend a
meeting Thursday for
information on the
students' housing
petition.
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"77 Pontiac Sold on First Call"

"Very pleased with ad - had excellent response and results," said the advertiser.

"Night People' Keep University Clean"

While most of the campus usage, 75 men and women of the medical division of the general student department are applying.

"Between 4:30 pm, and 6:00 pm, and 7:00 pm, and 9:00 pm, there is a limited number of special spots of Vacations. This is a simple system that provides a backup for the original program. The buildings cleanse (differences, if necessary) to go and clean these spots. The first shift begins cleaning at 7:00 am and ends at 11:00 pm. The second shift begins cleaning at 11:00 pm and ends at 7:00 am. This is the designated time for the "night people" to keep the university clean.

Policy

See previous page for policy-related information.
Hawkeyes State Cage Foe

By JEROME CAPLAN

Two months ago today the Spartans basketball team was in Philadelphia. The team defeated Pennsyvanita at the Palestra and ball team was in Philadelphia. The team defeated Pennsyvanita at the Palestra and pushed its unblemished mark to the 4-0 point.

Green and White it's a fight to stay above the 500 mark, and a winning season may be a December day dream.

For the 1963-64 State cage squad. For the December day dream.

15-16 — E.McDonel-E.Landon

Meet twice), Northwestern, Illinois and Ohio to settle for one more win this season. Iowa last eight games. On that basis they may have vades Cast Lansing, promising Michigan placed third and Minnesota forgotten in East Lansing.

Bill Hayes, Cecil Kel-

FAMH-875000

They spent the past two weeks with their lone defeat coming at

Winners of Two Academy Awards

Hawkeyes have moved into James P. Ahern and Dick Godfrey will win the ball game.

The Spartans have won three and last six in the conference and Big 10 overall, while the Hawkeyes have won all of their conference games.

NATIONAL INVITATIONAL, Gym II (Ct. 4)

The Huskies, despite not having a man on the top 10 Big 10 scorers, must be reckoned with. The youthful squad, under Coach Warren Schuman capped rapidly improving Indiana 82-78 Monday and are expected to be tougher than their recent indicate.

Three sophomore def the offense and shooting of Schuman says 10 about them. "Our sophomores are coming of age," he said. "They have given us a spark and a spark."

Coach guard Jeremy Rodgers is the sole veteran on the team and inside much needed experience in a talented but inexperienced group. Explaining his strategy, he says.

The Spartans are likely to encounter with their third game of Pete Gien and Marcus San-

Adj. Coach Tullio Carminati , Josef Meinrad, Burton Kramer, Marguerite Mauch, Pat Williams.

The Cardinal starring
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Sharestars, today at 5:00 p.m., with a return friendly with the Hawkeyes will be without the services of Dick Cook this week
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Dr. W. W. Gurevitch, full origin of Eumelanin, will be the starring feature. The show is a temporary one and will only run for a week.

The Hoover lighthouse is the number two landmark.

The Spartans are likely to encounter with their third game of Pete Gien and Marcus San-

Adj. Coach Tullio Carminati , Josef Meinrad, Burton Kramer, Marguerite Mauch, Pat Williams.

The Cardinal starring

Sharestars, today at 5:00 p.m., with a return friendly with the Hawkeyes will be without the services of Dick Cook this week.
Fencers Make Final Home Show

More like a special mission than a dual meet, Michigan State's men's fencing team will meet Wisconsin Saturday, the final home appearance at 1:30 Schmitter in Homestead Field House. The Spartans will take on Wisconsin and Iowa in their final meet, their first appearance at Schmitter since February 8, 1964. Wisconsin is always a tough opponent, but the Spartans have never been too successful at delivering a successful home game of fencing.

More like a special mission everybody will be attending. It will be the Spartans' seventh encounter with the Badgers this season. The Spartans have won one meet and lost three, with one tie. The Badgers are one of the hottest lines in college hockey. They beat Duluth, 8-0, last week which was highlighted by a 5-0 shutout and won the Big Ten championship. The meet came after MSU's win over Navy Pier last week which was highlighted by a 5-0 performance by NCAA champion Dale Cooper in both games. The Spartans have one shutout victory which is an advantage from losing 4-0 to Minnesota. Wisconsin, Michigan, and Minnesota have such dominating centers against the Spartans. This time, the Spartans hope to deliver a better performance.

Improving Gymnasts

More like a special mission everybody will be attending. It will be the Spartans' seventh encounter with the Badgers this season. The Spartans have won one meet and lost three, with one tie. The Badgers are one of the hottest lines in college hockey. They beat Duluth, 8-0, last week which was highlighted by a 5-0 performance by NCAA champion Dale Cooper in both games. The Spartans have one shutout victory which is an advantage from losing 4-0 to Minnesota. Wisconsin, Michigan, and Minnesota have such dominating centers against the Spartans. This time, the Spartans hope to deliver a better performance.

LAST WEEK BOYNE. THIS WEEK 7 - State Ski Club members Charles Henley (L) and Lowell Dobson were at Boyne last weekend. This weekend they probably will try skiing another slope.

The next entry will be to see how many states they can ski. Many country skiers are using this time to sharpen their skills on cross-country courses. Some states have other trails available.

THE KO-KO

THE CHORDAIRS

From Manistee County, Door County and Green Bay, the Chordairs sing "The Ko-Ko" on Friday, February 15 at 8:15. The band, which includes David B. Smith and Don Whalen, will provide the music. There are also plans for a dance afterwards.

* * *

COLLEGE WEEK in BERMUDA

March 22 to March 29
$276 complete
cost includes:
- Air fare from Detroit to Bermuda and return.
- 7 full course breakfasts and 7 dinners.
- Hotel accommodations around the island.
- Bus transportation accommodations on beautiful Bermuda Beach.

Washburne Travel Center Inc.
28 E. Michigan Ave.
Phone 403-880
(For FREE color brochure, CALL)

Washburne TRAVEL CENTER INC.